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Welcome!
THE ANNOUNCEMENT WE PROMISED ABOUT
YOUR DENTAL BENEFITS – we realize that the
economic slump has had a harsh effect on many, and
that budget priorities have moved dental check-ups
down on some folks’ lists. To make things easier, we
will now let you have your insurance company pay us,
and we will bill you the difference, rather than having to
plunk-down the whole visit fee out of your pocket.
ADDITIONALLY – IF YOU DON’T HAVE DENTAL
BENEFITS – for a limited time only we are opening our
doors to you with an enrollment plan that will take care
of dental hygiene needs for a 33% discount off our
usual fee. For more information click here.
In an effort to make this very concise, my monthly
newsletter is like an annotated issue of Cliff's
Notes. There are a lot of facts to be covered, but not all
facts can be explained in the space or time allotted. For
that reason, there are embedded hypertext links (blue
ink) which allow you to explore further.
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Regular readers know that I have many causes for
concern, and that’s what makes me write. These
newsletters are not meant to promote my practice, but
more to educate people that they need to be very
careful about the choices they make, because they do
not always get the full story (truth) from industry and
government. Please be sure to forward it on to your
friends who might appreciate learning the truth.
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It all began with my awakening 20+ years ago with the understanding that the American
Dental Association was lying to dentists and the public about the alleged safety of
mercury in dental fillings. The FDA, despite their scientific panel supporting the theory by
our organization of anti-mercury dentists that mercury doesn’t belong in human mouths,
continues to support the use of mercury (the most potent naturally-occurring toxin on the
planet) in treatment.
In the past I have spoken about the over-vaccination of
American children and the interrelationship between vaccination
and neuro-toxic diseases like Guillianne-Barre’ Syndrome and
autism. Last month I wrote about the high level of corruption at
the FDA to have allowed GMO (Genetically Modified

Organisms). If you still know nothing about this issues, you must begin your discovery
here.
And so, last week my system was shocked once again, when I learned that the FDA has
now allowed for the manufacture of GMV’s (Genetically Modified Vaccines). I encourage
you all to make your decisions very carefully about what you allow in your body, and to
use your computers to further explore these issues.

Julia's Corner - GMO food, now GMV vaccinations! It is scary to think what
will come next!!
As many of you realize by now, I promote keeping the immune system
healthy by eliminating toxins of all types and keeping inflammation
down-regulated. I have not had a flu shot in several decades. It is MY
choice and based on MY health status. Some employers require it so
you may not have a choice. Some of you have health issues and you
feel it is necessary for YOU. But I and now many of my clients elect to
do a specific protocol annually to prevent flu completely, or
substantially modify intensity and duration if contracted. I use 2
specific protocols for prevention (double protection) and 2 specific
protocols if symptoms of onset begin. As it is documented, even with vaccination,
getting the flu is possible.
This protocol starts in October each year, just prior to onset of major flu season. Many
of my clients continue to report success annually even when flu is rampant in their
household.
So again, I stress the importance of keeping the immune system strong. And should
you choose to not get vaccinated, whether with the new GMV or standard flu vaccines,
consider working with a knowledgeable practitioner (myself included) for a healthier flu
free season.
You may contact me at DrJuliaScalise@aol.comor by calling 856 745 2430 for further
information on flu season support.
Wishing you continued health and well-being,
Dr. Julia Scalise

POLITICS AS USUAL
I end this rant with one further development: While Congress was hard at work battling on
pseudo-issues they agreed on one thing again recently. They passed the MonsantoProtection Act. Want to learn more, click here? That the developer of GMO’s, Monsanto
Corporation, to avoid being sued for damages by anyone contending that GMO’s caused
their medical problems. So now, the Federal Government has extended to Monsanto the
same protections that they extended to vaccine manufacturers a decade ago.
If you want to learn more about Monsanto Lawsuits in Europe click here. How is it that all
of Europe knows that Monsanto poses significant health problems to mankind, yet here in

America we know nothing about it. You owe it to all of your friends and family to share
these concerns with them.
This quote from The Huffington Post, and a link to further information ends this article:
Monsanto is the tip of the iceberg representing the threat that unchecked corporate power
has in corrupting our democratic institutions, driving family farmers off the land,
threatening human health and contaminating our environment.
The problem with Monsanto is not just their corrosive lobbying practices, but the fact that
the products they produce, genetically engineered foods and chemical weed killers, are in
more than 70% of the processed foods that we eat and feed our families every day.
POLITICALLY INCORRECT – I went out on a limb last issue, and included some political
information. I didn’t get myself into any trouble, so I wanted to throw this one out. Don’t
you hate it when politicians say one thing during the campaign, and then another once
they’re elected? Now how about if they’re using our tax money to insure their reelection. Jon Stewart exposes Governor Christie (who despite my early misgivings, has
been a great ombudsman for our state) in this rant (before you click, be aware that Jon
does use profanity which is blipped) click here
I was going to write, “Let me know what you think.” Instead, I looked to see if there were
any petitions on this to sign. There are; click here.
How long are we going to tolerate a Congress that does absolutely nothing
relevant? Again, another rant from The Daily Show (blipped profanity warning) from
Tuesday June 25th. Click here.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
The response to the June Newsletter was very heartwarming to me. Joe Capik wrote Best newsletter ever! I know as a businessman you've shied away from talking politics but you did a great job in a bi-partisan way. Keep up the good work!
Kathe Stepanuk wrote - Hi Dr. Markus,
I wanted to let you know how much I enjoy your newletters! They are clearly well thought
out and certainly thought provoking. You're not afraid to tackle sensitive and controversial
topics. Are you a child of the 60's by chance?? Unlike newsletters I've received in the
past from dental professionals, yours are not boring nor only dental focus, although
certainly related as clearly our physical health and dental health are intradependent.

As I was reading your postings on antibiotics, I was made aware of an article in NY Times
by Michael Pollan of the Omnivore's Dilemna and his recent Cooked. Here is the url:
EDITOR’S NOTE – This is a fascinating article that adds further insight into why we want
to keep antibiotics out of our systems as much as possible, and also begs the question:
What will GMO’s do our ability to adapt as the sea of toxins we’re all awash in as this
microbiome is destroyed by RoundUp.
The DIRTY DOZEN and the CLEAN FIFTEEN – Ever wonder which foods you should
shop for organically, and which don’t matter? Here’s your answer
EIGHT FOODS WE EAT THAT HAVE BEEN BANNED IN OTHER COUNTRIES click
here

My Golf Blog – Inside the Ropes (photograph is
something I stitched together from three shots taken
in Palm Desert, CA).
Did you get to Merion for the OPEN? Lady Merion certainly brought the tour players to
their knees. I promised in the last issue I had a Merion story for you: My first time there,
on a hot summer's day, I hit 7 iron across the quarry on 16 to the green. The club went
flying out of my hands and it took us 15 minutes until we finally found it in the quarry.
Do you know the rules? My wife and I were playing with a stranger at Harbortown in
Hilton Head. This other guy took at least six practice swings before every shot. My wife
shanked a shot which managed to cross the path precisely at the bottom of his fifth
practice swing and the ball ended up re-routed to the green. What are her options.

So this also sort of happened to Carl Petterssen at Merion last week. Pause it before
they tell you what the ruling is and think about what the Royal and Ancient would
do? Watch it now!

SPECIAL THANKS TO DAVE HEILMANN FOR THE GREAT JOB HE DID ON THE
PLANTINGS AROUND OUR SIGN – DAVE, AND DJ’S LAWNCARE HAVE BEEN
TAKING CARE OF MY LANDSCAPING FOR OVER 35 YEARS.

Have a great day!

